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Assignment 1 CoSc 320, Data Structures

Section and Exercise numbers labeled “Nguyen” refer to the pre-publication manuscript,Design Patterns for Data
Structures, Dung X. Nguyen and J. Stanley Warford, available with the materials for downloading.

There are two types of homework assignments in this course – written assignments and programming assign-
ments. Both are handed in electronically on Pepperdine Courses and are due at 11:55 p.m. on the due date. This
assignment programming only. Note that if your program does not compile, it is automatic 20% credit. See the
course webpage for the complete programming assignment grading policy.

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 1.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercises 1–1, 1–2, and 1–3.
Modifications are required for the following files:

ShapeMain.cpp

Circle.cpp

Line.cpp

MysteryShape.hpp

MysteryShape.cpp

NullShape.cpp

Rectangle.cpp

RightTriangle.cpp

The displaymethod of themystery shapemust describe thoroughlywhat the shape is as well as its dimensions.
Do not display just “mystery shape” for its description. Don’t forget to document your programs with your
name, the date, etc.
If you do not hand in eight files the project will not compile. Hand in the eight files electronically with your
two-digit course ID number prefixed to each file. For example, if your two-digit ID number is 87, hand in
the files named

87ShapeMain.cpp

87Circle.cpp

87Line.cpp

87MysteryShape.hpp

87MysteryShape.cpp

87NullShape.cpp

87Rectangle.cpp

87RightTriangle.cpp
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Assignment 2 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 2.1, 2.2.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercise 2–1.
There is a file named numbers.txt you can use to test the main program to see that it works in both cases—
number of values in the file greater than the capacity of the array, and less than. Then, remove the comment
characters // and do the experiment.
The dp4dsDistribution has the data file in the ArrayClassic distribution folder. When a C++ program
opens a data file for input, it expects the file to be in the current working directory. The default working
directory for the CLion IDE is the directory cmake-build-debug. Therefore, before you run the program
you should change the working directory for the ArrayClassic project. In the Configurations dropdown
menu next to the build hammer icon, select Edit Configurations.

In the Run/Debug Configurations window, click the Browse icon for Working directory and navigate to the
ArrayClassic directory in your dp4dsDistribution. Be sure to click the Apply button at the bottom of the
window.

This same procedure must be followed for all projects that take their input from a text file.
Do not hand in a program with this exercise. Write your results in a text editor or word processor and export
it as a pdf file named

a02written.pdf

Hand in the eight files electronically with your two-digit course ID number prefixed to the file. For example,
if your two-digit ID number is 89, hand in the file named

89a02written.pdf

3. Do Nguyen, Exercise 2–2.
There is a file named numbers.txt you can use to test the main program. Test the program to see that it
works in both cases—number of values in the file greater than the capacity of the array, and less than. Then,
remove the comment characters // and do the experiment. Explain the difference between the result for this
exercise and Exercise 2–1.
Do not hand in a program with this exercise. Simply write your results in the same a02written.pdf file.
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Assignment 3 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 2.3, 3.1.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercise 2–3.
Modification is required for the following file:

VectorT.hpp

Hand in the file electronically with the file name prefixedwith your two-digit course ID number. For example,
if your two-digit ID number is 89, hand in the file named

89VectorT.hpp

3. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–4.
Write your work in a pdf file named

a03written.pdf

Hand in the file electronically with the file name prefixedwith your two-digit course ID number. For example,
if your two-digit ID number is 89, hand in the file named

89a03written.pdf

There are several ways to create the .pdf file. You may write your solutions on a mobile device like an iPad,
which will create the .pdf file directly. Or, for some assignments you can use a word processor and export
the document as a .pdf file.
Or, youmaywrite your solutions on paper then scan your written work into a .pdf document. IMPORTANT:
If you do your work on paper you MUST use pencil and eraser. Pens are not allowed. Multiple files for a
single assignment are not permitted. If your work fills more than one page, you must not hand in a separate
file for each page. Instead, they must be combined into a single multi-page .pdf file. You must not simply
photograph your paper. If you do not have access to a scanner, use a scanner app that has the capability of
scanning directly into a multi-page .pdf document.
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Assignment 4 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 3.2, 3.3.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–5.

3. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–6(b).

4. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–8.

Write your work in a pdf file named

a04written.pdf

Hand in the file electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. For example, if
your two-digit ID number is 99, hand in the file named

99a04written.pdf
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Assignment 5 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 3.4.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–6(e).

3. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–11(b).

4. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–14.

5. Do Nguyen, Exercise 3–18(a, b).

Write your work in a pdf file named

a05written.pdf

Hand in the file electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. For example, if
your two-digit ID number is 99, hand in the file named

99a05written.pdf
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Assignment 6 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 4.1, 4.2 subsections Abstract sorter class, Implementation of ASorter, Implementa-
tion of a sort application, Implementation of MergeSorter.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercise 4–2 to implement the join() method of MergeSorter.
The main program is in the SortInt project, and it includes file MergeSorter.hpp, which is in the
ASorter project. The main program in the SortInt project is the one you should build and run. It will
prompt you for a file name of data to sort. You can use data from the files
i050.txt

i100.txt

i200.txt

i400.txt

i600.txt

i800.txt

which contain 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, and 800 random integer values respectively. Remember to change the
working directory in CLion for the SortInt project.
Hand in only
MergeSorter.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 7 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 4.2 subsections Implementation of QuickSorter, Implementation of SelectSorter and
InsertSorter.

2. Do Nguyen Exercise 4–5(a) to implement join() in class InsertSorter.
Hand in only
InsertSorter.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 8 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 4.2 subsections Implementation of HeapSorter, Implementation of SelectSorter and
InsertSorter, and Section 4.3.

2. Do Nguyen Exercise 4–7(a) to rewrite the siftDown() function in Heapifier.hpp without recursion.
Heapifier.hpp is in the ASorter project. Note the optimization requirements in the problem statement.
Hint: Here are two lines of code to get you started. Terminate your while loop on !done where done is a
boolean variable, and set done accordingly in the body of your loop. Do not use the C++ break statement.

int child = 2 * i - lo + 1; // Index of left child.

bool done = hi < child;

First, test your program with the SortInt project, which sorts integers.
Then, test your program with the SortCompAsgn project, which contains the twelve files
d0500.txt

d1000.txt

d1500.txt

d2000.txt

d2500.txt

d3000.txt

d3500.txt

d4000.txt

d4500.txt

d5000.txt

d5500.txt

d6000.txt

with 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500, and 6000 random real values re-
spectively. Remember to change the working directory in CLion for the SortCompAsgn project.
Hand in the following three files:

MergeSorter.hpp

Heapifier.hpp

InsertSorter.hpp

If you do not hand in three files the project will not compile and you will receive automatic 20% credit. Hand
in the three files electronically with your two-digit course ID number prefixed to each file. For example, if
your two-digit ID number is 87, hand in the files named

87MergeSorter.hpp

87Heapifier.hpp

87InsertSorter.hpp

Fix any bugs that may have been in MergeSorter.hpp from Assignment 6 and InsertSorter.hpp
from Assignment 7. This code will be the basis for your data collection for the paper in Assignment 9.
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Assignment 9 CoSc 320, Data Structures

This assignment is to setup RStudio and LaTeX, collect performance data, make one data analysis run, and hand
in your results in a LaTeX document, representing the first rough draft of your paper. The final paper will be due
with Assignment 19.

1. Skim the specification for the complete paper just to get an idea of what will be required for the final version.
See the following document on the course web site for the specification of the paper.

■ Sort paper

2. Setup LaTeX, which is a mandatory requirement for this paper. See the following documents on the course
web page for how to setup LaTeX.

■ Setup for LaTeX
■ The Not So Short Introduction to LaTeX2e

The first document describes how to set up the LaTeX typesetting system in the cloud with Overleaf. The
second document is a popular introductory reference to the LaTeX system that you may find useful.
To write your paper in LaTeX, you should simply modify the paper-template.tex file. For this assign-
ment, insert your proposed title and your name on the front page. The document can have any extraneous
material from the original template, so long as it has the two raw data tables filled out with your data, one
plot of the assignment statement raw data, and the results of the one analysis run described below.

3. Setup RStudio, which you will use to analyze your data. See the following RStudio documentation on the
course web site.

■ Setup for RStudio
■ Data management in RStudio
■ Plotting raw data in RStudio
■ Curve fitting in RStudio

4. Take performance data from the SortCompAsgnMain project and fill out the following tables. Include both
tables in the LaTeX .pdf document.
(continued next page)
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Assignment 9 CoSc 320, Data Structures

Number of Algorithm
data points Insert Select Heap Merge Quick
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Figure 1. Number of array element comparisons.

Number of Algorithm
data points Insert Select Heap Merge Quick
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Figure 2. Number of array element assignments.

5. In R, create a plot of your raw data of the number of assignment statements executed as a function of the
number of data values sorted. Your plot should have five lines, one for each sort. Include this plot in your
LaTeX document.

6. In R, do a curve fit of the number of assignments in the merge sort for n2 and for n lgn. The program gives
you the residual standard error (RSE) for each fit, and a plot of the raw data and best curve fit for each model.
Write a paragraph that states the RSE for each model, whether the data shows that merge sort execution
time increases as n2 or as n lgn, and why. State the theoretical execution time increase and whether the data
confirms the theory. Include the paragraph and the plot in your LaTeX document.
It is permissible for this preliminary document to have extraneous material from the original paper template
document.
(continued next page)
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Assignment 9 CoSc 320, Data Structures

7. Typeset your document in LaTeX and hand in the PDF output in a file named
a09written.pdf

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
Do not hand in the the .tex file.
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Assignment 10 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 6.1, 6.2.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercises 6–2(a, b, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, l).

3. Do Nguyen, Exercises 6–3(a).
Hand in
ListL.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 11 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 6.3.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercises 6–4(a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k).
Hand in
ListCS.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 12 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study Nguyen, Chapter 6.4.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercises 6–5(a, b, c, d, e, f, h).
Hand in the eight files

ListCSV.hpp

LCSVappendVis.hpp

LCSVcontainsVis.hpp

LCSVequalsVis.hpp

LCSVlengthVis.hpp

LCSVremLastVis.hpp

LCSVremoveVis.hpp

LCSVreverseVis.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. You must hand in all eight
files for the project to compile. If the project does not compile, you will automatically receive 20% credit
for the assignment.
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Assignment 13 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the slides for Chapter 7 on stacks and queues.

2. Do Nguyen, Exercise 7–2 to implement the methods of StackA.

3. Do Nguyen, Exercise 7–3 to implement the methods of QueueA.

4. Do Nguyen, Exercise 7–4 to implement the methods of StackL.

5. Do Nguyen, Exercise 7–5 to implement the methods of QueueL.
Hand in the files

StackA.hpp

QueueA.hpp

StackL.hpp

QueueL.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 14 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the Chapter 8 slides on the classic linked implementation of the binary tree.

2. Implement the following methods in the BiTreeL project:

setRoot()

remRoot()

clear()

remLeaves()

numLeaves()

height()

contains()

equals()

inOrder()

postOrder()

Note that the unit tests for numNodes, numLeaves, and height are combined in unit-metrics.txt.
The unit tests for inOrder and postOrder are in unit-traversals.txt.
Hand in
BiTreeL.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.

3. (Omit this part of the assignment. The sorting paper is now due with Assignment 19.)
Hand in the final pdf version of your sorting paper from Assignment 9 in a file named
a14written.pdf

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 15 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the Chapter 8 slides on the composite state implementation of the binary tree.

2. Implement the following methods in the BiTreeCS project:

root()

remRoot()

clear()

remLeaves()

numLeaves()

height()

contains()

equals()

inOrder()

postOrder()

Use both unit-root and unit-setRoot to test your implementations of root(). Hand in
BiTreeCS.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 16 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the Chapter 8 slides on the composite state visitor implementation of the binary tree.

2. Implement the following methods in the BiTreeCSV project. In BiTreeCSV.hpp, implement:

root()

leftRemRoot()

rightRemRoot()

Use both unit-root and unit-setRoot to test your implementations of root(). The solution to
root() is identical to the solution in the BiTreeCS project. However, the solution to remRoot() is dif-
ferent. Implement leftRemRoot() and rightRemRoot(), on which remRoot() depends. You must
complete these first, so you can use them to implement the visitors.
In the visitors, implement

clear()

remLeaves()

numLeaves()

height()

contains()

equals()

inOrder()

postOrder()

The solution for the clear visitor is different from the solution for clear() in BiTreeCS. In the nonempty
case of the clear visitor, you should first recursively clear the left subtree, then recursively clear the right
subtree, then remove the root of the host.
Hand in the nine files

BiTreeCSV.hpp

BiTCSVclearVis.hpp

BiTCSVremLeavesVis.hpp

BiTCSVnumLeavesVis.hpp

BiTCSVheightVis.hpp

BiTCSVcontainsVis.hpp

BiTCSVequalsVis.hpp

BiTCSVinOrderVis.hpp

BiTCSVpostOrderVis.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. You must hand in all nine
files for the project to compile. If the project does not compile, you will automatically receive 20% credit
for the assignment.
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Assignment 17 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the Chapter 9 slides on the binary search tree dictionary.

2. Implement the following methods in the DictionaryBST project:

contains()

insert()

remove()

Note that this project uses the BiTreeCSV and ADictionary projects, so those directories must be in your
include path for the compiler. Also, because this project uses BiTreeCSV you must test it with a completed
error-free BiTreeCSV.hpp file.
Hand in the three files

DictTcontainsVis.hpp

DictTinsertVis.hpp

DictTremoveVis.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. You must hand in all three
files for the project to compile. If the project does not compile, you will automatically receive 20% credit
for the assignment.
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Assignment 18 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the Chapter 9 slides on the hash tables.

2. Implement the following functions in the HashData project.

insert()

contains()

toStream()

bernsteinHash()

knuthHash()

The specification for the hash table is in HashData.hpp, and the hash functions are in
HashFunctions.hpp.
This project uses the ListL data structure for the chains. Use the prepend() list method to implement the
insert() hash table method, and the contains() list method to implement the contains() hash table
method. Each chain is a linked list of CAMetrics with template parameter string. So, the project also
depends on the CAMetrics project for the purpose of collecting performance statistics on the hash table.
The main program prompts the user for the hash function type (Knuth or Bernstein), the size of the hash
table, the number of keys to load, and the file of keys to install into the hash table. The file words.txt
contains a list of words to use as keys in the hash table for testing your code. The program loads the table
with the keys from the file in order starting from the beginning. Then, it goes back to the beginning of the
file and tests twice as many keys as were loaded, taking them in order from the beginning of the file. For
example, if you specify 100 keys to load it loads the first 100 keys from the file into the table then goes back
to the beginning of the file and tests the first 200 keys. If your code is correct, the program should find the
first 100 keys and should declare that the next 100 keys are not in the table.
There are four unit tests in the dp4ds software distribution, two for the Knuth hash function and two for the
Bernstein function. One of the unit tests for each function is a small example with only seven slots and ten
symbols and includes a dump of the hash table. If your implementation matches that hash table dump it will
probably pass the larger test.
Hand in the two files

HashData.hpp

HashFunctions.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. You must hand in both files
for the project to compile. If the project does not compile, you will automatically receive 20% credit for the
assignment.
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Assignment 19 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Hand in the final pdf version of your sorting paper from Assignment 9 in a file named
a19written.pdf

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.

2. (Omit this part of the assignment. The hash table paper is not assigned this year.)
The main program of the hash table project collects statistics from the search test. Use the program as an
experiment to investigate the performance of your hash table. Write a paper discussing your results. Use the
same format for your paper as described in Assignment 9. Your paper should address the following questions:
(a)Which is the better hash function, Knuth or Bernstein? Is one consistently better, or can you find condi-
tions where Knuth is better than Bernstein and other conditions where Bernstein is better than Knuth?
(b) The text says that the divisor (number of slots in the hash table) should be a prime number and that
particularly bad performance can occur if the divisor is a power of two. Can you find some nonprime numbers,
specifically powers of two, that give particularly bad performance? It would be especially interesting to find
a prime divisor that gives particularly good performance and a divisor that differs from it by only one that
gives particularly poor performance. See this article on Mersenne primes for some ideas.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mersenne_prime

Is one of the hash functions better at hashing with hash tables having the number of slots a power of two?
Based on your results from (a) and (b), use only the better hash function for your answers to the following
questions.
(c) It is possible to have approximately the same load factor α with hash tables having different numbers of
slots? Would two such tables have about the same performance?
(d) How does the number of comparisons vary with the load factor in a table with a prime number of slots?
Show the relationship with a graph including a wide range of α (from much less that 1, which would be
typical, to greater than 1, which would not be typical). From your data, what value of alpha would you
recommend for a good balance between storage required and speed of access?
Each of these questions should be answered by showing data that you collected from your experiment to
address the question. Show your data in both graphical and tabular form.
Make maximum use of the many symbols in in words.txt. That is, do not investigate small hash tables
when you can investigate large ones that would be more realistic in practice.
Your paper must discuss the results of your experiment according to the following outline:
Title, Name, Date
Abstract
In one short paragraph, describe the purpose of your paper and your conclusions in general.
1. Introduction
Explain in one paragraph the assignment as if the reader were a stranger who does not know you or Pepperdine
University. Explain in a second paragraph what each following section describes.
2. Method
Include the following subsections.
2.1 Hash tables
Describe the characteristics of a hash table. How does it work? What are collisions? How are they resolved?
Define the load factor α .

1
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Assignment 19 CoSc 320, Data Structures

2.2 Hash functions
Describe the characteristics of a good hash function. Describe the Knuth and Berstein hash functions.
2.3 Data collection
Describe the OO design pattern used to take the data. Describe the computer runs that took the data.
2.4 Analysis
Explain the data that was collected by the test program. Include the results from a sample run and explain
each line of the output.
3. Results
Include the following subsections with appropriate plots and/or tables.
3.1 Evaluation of hash functions
Answer the question about the Knuth vs Berstein hash function with data to justify your conclusion.
3.2 Hash table size
Answer the question about the effect of hash table size on performance.
3.3 Equal load factors
Answer the question about performance with equal load factors.
3.4 Effect of load factor on performance
Answer the question about performance as a function of load factor.
IMPORTANT: The writing style in this section should be to make a statement, then back it up by quoting
data or referring to graphs, then discuss. Make another statement, back it up by quoting data or referring to
graphs, then discuss, etc. If any data appears unusual or is not what you would expect, try to explain it. You
might try analyzing the data a different way as a result of your analysis. If so, describe what you tried.
4. Conclusion
One paragraph of the conclusions from your experiment. This section is a summary of your results section
with specific conclusions. It differs from the abstract, which summarizes the conclusions in general.
You must typeset your paper with LaTeX with the paper template sample you used in Assignment 9. This
assignment is to begin working on your paper. The final paper is due with Assignment 23.
Name your document
a23written.pdf

with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 20 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Implement the following methods for a left-leaning red-black tree by completing them in LLRBTree.hpp.

rotateRight()

flipColors()

contains()

min()

The first two methods are necessary for testing your implementation with unit-insert. The third method
is necessary for testingwith unit-contains. The last method is necessary for testingwith unit-remove.
Hand in the file
LLRBTree.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 21 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the slides for Chapter 10.2 on the general n-way tree.

2. Complete the following methods in the NTree project:

spliceAt()

splitUpAt()

splitDownAt()

inOrder()

Hand in
NTree.hpp

NTreeInOrderVis.hpp

electronically with the file names prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.

3. After completing the above methods and testing them with the unit tests, modify the unit test named
unit-build.txt to build the following n-way tree.

30 95 20

60 80 70 40 10 35

90 50

IMPORTANT: The first line of your unit test file must begin with the letters and numbers for the input
stream of the unit test. The last letter of the streammust be the letter q to quit the main program. Your name,
date, and assignment number must begin on a line after the q.
You can have any number of intermediate trees in your printout. However, the last printout of your unit test
should be:
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Assignment 21 CoSc 320, Data Structures

30 95 20

|_ 60 80

| |_ *

| |_ *

| |_ *

|_ 70

| |_ *

| |_ *

|_ *

|_ 40 10 35

|_ *

|_ 90 50

| |_ *

| |_ *

| |_ *

|_ *

|_ *

Hand in the file

unit-build.txt

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. For example, if your two-
digit ID number is 87, hand in the file named

87unit-build.txt
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Assignment 22 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the slides for Chapter 10.3 on the Nguyen-Wong B-tree.

2. Implement the following methods in the NWBTree project:

isEmpty()

contains()

height()

maxVis()

minVis()

numNodes()

numValues()

One precondition for max() and min() is that the host tree is not empty. Don’t forget to implement that
precondition.
The unit tests formax() andmin() are in the unit test fileunit-maxMin.txt. The unit tests forheight(),
numNodes(), and numValues() are in the unit test file unit-metrics.txt.
Hand in the seven files

NTreeIsEmptyVis.hpp

NWBTreeContainsVis.hpp

NWBTreeHeightVis.hpp

NWBTreeMaxVis.hpp

NWBTreeMinVis.hpp

NWBTreeNumNodesVis.hpp

NWBTreeNumValuesVis.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number. You must hand in all seven
files for the project to compile. If the project does not compile, you will automatically receive 20% credit
for the assignment.

3. (Omit this part of the assignment. The hash table paper is not assigned this year.)
Submit the PDF version of your hash table paper in a file named a23written.pdf. Hand it in electronically
with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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Assignment 23 CoSc 320, Data Structures

1. Study the slides for Chapter 11 on graphs.

2. Implement a graph by completing the following methods of Graph.hpp.

bfs()

dfs()

numEdges()

removeEdge()

writeComponents()

writePathHelper()

The breadth first search uses a queue. In method bfs(), you should declare a local queue of int using the
QueueL project.
For numEdges(), return the number of undirected edges if the graph is not a digraph. Similarly, in
removeEdge(), if the graph is not a digraph you must remove edges from two adjacency lists.
Hand in the file
Graph.hpp

electronically with the file name prefixed with your two-digit course ID number.
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